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Introduction

Natural Language Processing (NLP) is an area of research and application that explores how computers can be used to understand and manipulate natural language text or speech to do useful things. **NLP researchers aim to gather knowledge on how human beings understand and use language so that appropriate tools and techniques can be developed to make computer systems understand and manipulate natural languages to perform the desired tasks.** The foundations of NLP lie in a number of disciplines, viz. computer and information sciences, linguistics, mathematics, electrical and electronic engineering, artificial intelligence and robotics, psychology, etc. Applications of NLP include a number of fields of studies, such as machine translation, natural language text processing and summarization, user interfaces, multilingual and cross language information retrieval (CLIR), speech recognition, artificial intelligence and expert systems, and so on.

One important area of application of NLP that is relatively new and has not been covered in the previous ARIST chapters on NLP has become quite prominent due to the proliferation of the world wide web and digital libraries. Several researchers have pointed out the need for appropriate research in facilitating multi- or cross-lingual information retrieval, including multilingual text processing and multilingual user interface systems, in order to exploit the full benefit of the www and digital libraries (see for example, Borgman, 1997; Peters & Picchi, 1997)

Scope

Several ARIST chapters have reviewed the field of NLP. The most recent ones include that by Warner in 1987, and Haas in 1996. Reviews of literature on large-scale NLP systems, as well as the various theoretical issues have also appeared in a number of publications (see for example, Jurafsky & Martin, 2000; Manning & Schutze, 1999; Mani & Maybury, 1999; Sparck Jones, 1999; Wilks, 1996). Smeaton (1999) provides a good overview of the past research on the applications of NLP in various information retrieval tasks. Several ARIST chapters have appeared on areas related to NLP, such as on machine-readable dictionaries (Amsler, 1984;
Evans, 1989), speech synthesis and recognition (Lange, 1993), and cross-language information retrieval (Oard & Diekema, 1998). Research on NLP is regularly published in a number of conferences such as the annual proceedings of ACL (Association of Computational Linguistics) and its European counterpart EACL, biennial proceedings of the International Conference on Computational Linguistics (COLING), annual proceedings of the Message Understanding Conferences (MUCs), Text Retrieval Conferences (TRECs) and ACM-SIGIR (Association of Computing Machinery – Special Interest Group on Information Retrieval) conferences. The most prominent journals reporting NLP research are Computational Linguistics and Natural Language Engineering. Articles reporting NLP research also appear in a number of information science journals such as Information Processing and Management, Journal of the American Society for Information Science and Technology, and Journal of Documentation. Several researchers have also conducted domain-specific NLP studies and have reported them in journals specifically dealing with the domain concerned, such as the International Journal of Medical Informatics and Journal of Chemical Information and Computer Science.

Beginning with the basic issues of NLP, this chapter aims to chart the major research activities in this area since the last ARIST Chapter in 1996 (Haas, 1996), including:

(i) natural language text processing systems – text summarization, information extraction, information retrieval, etc., including domain-specific applications;
(ii) natural language interfaces;
(iii) NLP in the context of www and digital libraries ; and
(iv) evaluation of NLP systems.

Linguistic research in information retrieval has not been covered in this review, since this is a huge area and has been dealt with separately in this volume by David Blair. Similarly, NLP issues related to the information retrieval tools (search engines, etc.) for web search are not covered in this chapter since a separate chapter on indexing and retrieval for the Web has been written in this volume by Edie Rasmussen.

Tools and techniques developed for building NLP systems have been discussed in this chapter along with the specific areas of applications for which they have been built. Although machine translation (MT) is an important part, and in fact the origin, of NLP research, this paper does not cover this topic with sufficient detail since this is a huge area and demands a separate chapter on its own. Similarly, cross-language information retrieval (CLIR), although is a very important
and big area in NLP research, is not covered in great detail in this chapter. A separate chapter on CLIR research appeared in ARIST (Oard & Diekema, 1998). However, MT and CLIR have become two important areas of research in the context of the www digital libraries. This chapter reviews some works on MT and CLIR in the context of NLP and IR in digital libraries and www. Artificial Intelligence techniques, including neural networks etc., used in NLP have not been included in this chapter.

Some Theoretical Developments

Previous ARIST chapters (Haas, 1996; Warner, 1987) described a number of theoretical developments that have influenced research in NLP. The most recent theoretical developments can be grouped into four classes: (i) statistical and corpus-based methods in NLP, (ii) recent efforts to use WordNet for NLP research, (iii) the resurgence of interest in finite-state and other computationally lean approaches to NLP, and (iv) the initiation of collaborative projects to create large grammar and NLP tools. Statistical methods are used in NLP for a number of purposes, e.g., for word sense disambiguation, for generating grammars and parsing, for determining stylistic evidences of authors and speakers, and so on. Charniak (1995) points out that 90% accuracy can be obtained in assigning part-of-speech tag to a word by applying simple statistical measures. Jelinek (1999) is a widely cited source on the use of statistical methods in NLP, especially in speech processing. Rosenfield (2000) reviews statistical language models for speech processing and argues for a Bayesian approach to the integration of linguistic theories of data. Mihalcea & Moldovan (1999) mention that although thus far statistical approaches have been considered the best for word sense disambiguation, they are useful only in a small set of texts. They propose the use of WordNet to improve the results of statistical analyses of natural language texts. WordNet is an online lexical reference system developed at Princeton University. This is an excellent NLP tool containing English nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs organized into synonym sets, each representing one underlying lexical concept. Details of WordNet are available in Fellbaum (1998) and on the web (http://www.cogsci.princeton.edu/~wn/). WordNet is now used in a number of NLP research and applications. One of the major applications of WordNet in NLP has been in Europe with the formation EuroWordNet in 1996. EuroWordNet is a multilingual database with WordNets for several European languages including Dutch, Italian, Spanish, German, French, Czech and Estonian, structured in the same way as the WordNet for English (http://www.hum.uva.nl/~ewn/). The finite-state automation is the mathematical device used to implement regular expressions – the standard notation for characterizing text sequences. Variations of automata such as finite-state transducers, Hidden Markov Models, and n-gram
grammars are important components of speech recognition and speech synthesis, spell-checking, and information extraction which are the important applications of NLP. Different applications of the Finite State methods in NLP have been discussed by Jurafsky & Martin (2000), Kornai (1999) and Roche & Shabes (1997). The work of NLP researchers has been greatly facilitated by the availability of large-scale grammar for parsing and generation. Researchers can get access to large-scale grammars and tools through several websites, for example Lingo (http://lingo.stanford.edu), Computational Linguistics & Phonetics (http://www.coli.uni-sb.de/software.phtml), and Parallel grammar project (http://www.parc.xerox.com/istl/groups/nltt/pargram/). Another significant development in recent years is the formation of various national and international consortia and research groups that can facilitate, and help share expertise, research in NLP. LDC (Linguistic Data Consortium) (http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/) at the University of Pennsylvania is a typical example that creates, collects and distributes speech and text databases, lexicons, and other resources for research and development among universities, companies and government research laboratories. The Parallel Grammar project is another example of international cooperation. This is a collaborative effort involving researchers from Xerox PARC in California, the University of Stuttgart and the University of Konstanz in Germany, the University of Bergen in Norway, Fuji Xerox in Japan. The aim of this project is to produce wide coverage grammars for English, French, German, Norwegian, Japanese, and Urdu which are written collaboratively with a commonly-agreed-upon set of grammatical features (http://www.parc.xerox.com/istl/groups/nltt/pargram/). The recently formed Global WordNet Association is yet another example of cooperation. It is a non-commercial organization that provides a platform for discussing, sharing and connecting WordNets for all languages in the world. The first international WordNet conference to be held in India in early 2002 is expected to address various problems of NLP by researchers from different parts of the world.

Natural Language Understanding

At the core of any NLP task there is the important issue of natural language understanding. The process of building computer programs that understand natural language involves three major problems: the first one relates to the thought process, the second one to the representation and meaning of the linguistic input, and the third one to the world knowledge. Thus, an NLP system may begin at the word level – to determine the morphological structure, nature (such as part-of-speech, meaning) etc. of the word – and then may move on to the sentence level – to determine
the word order, grammar, meaning of the entire sentence, etc.— and then to the context and the overall environment or domain. A given word or a sentence may have a specific meaning or connotation in a given context or domain, and may be related to many other words and/or sentences in the given context.

Liddy (1998) and Feldman (1999) suggest that in order to understand natural languages, it is important to be able to distinguish among the following seven interdependent levels, that people use to extract meaning from text or spoken languages:

- phonetic or phonological level that deals with pronunciation
- morphological level that deals with the smallest parts of words, that carry a meaning, and suffixes and prefixes
- lexical level that deals with lexical meaning of words and parts of speech analyses
- syntactic level that deals with grammar and structure of sentences
- semantic level that deals with the meaning of words and sentences
- discourse level that deals with the structure of different kinds of text using document structures and
- pragmatic level that deals with the knowledge that comes from the outside world, i.e., from outside the contents of the document.

A natural language processing system may involve all or some of these levels of analysis.

**NLP Tools and Techniques**

A number of researchers have attempted to come up with improved technology for performing various activities that form important parts of NLP works. These works may be categorized as follows:

- Lexical and morphological analysis, noun phrase generation, word segmentation, etc. (Bangalore & Joshi, 1999; Barker & Cornacchia, 2000; Chen & Chang, 1998; Dogru & Slagle, 1999; Kam-Fai et al., 1998; Kazakov et al., 1999; Lovis et al., 1998; Tolle & Chen, 2000; Zweigenbaum & Grabar, 1999)
• Semantic and discourse analysis, word meaning and knowledge representation (Kehler, 1997; Mihalcea & Moldovan, 1999; Meyer & Dale, 1999; Pedersen & Bruce, 1998; Poesio & Vieira, 1998; Tsuda & Nakamura, 1999)

• Knowledge-based approaches and tools for NLP (Argamon et al., 1998; Fernandez & Garcia-Serrano, 2000; Martinez et al., 2000, 1998).

Dogru & Slagle (1999) propose a model of lexicon that involves automatic acquisition of the words as well as representation of the semantic content of individual lexical entries. Kazakov et al. (1999) report research on word segmentation based on an automatically generated annotated lexicon of word-tag pairs. Kam-Fai et al. (1998) report the features of an NLP tool called Chicon used for word segmentation in Chinese text. Zweigenbaum & Grabar (1999) propose a method for acquiring morphological knowledge about words in medical literature. It takes advantage of commonly available lists of synonym terms to bootstrap the acquisition process. Although the authors experimented with the method on the SNOMED International Microglossary for pathology in its French version, they claim that since the method does not rely on a priori linguistic knowledge, it is applicable to other languages such as English. Lovis et al. (1998) propose the design of a lexicon for use in the NLP of medical texts.

Noun phrasing is considered to be an important NLP technique used in information retrieval. One of the major goals of noun phrasing research is to investigate the possibility of combining traditional keyword and syntactic approaches with semantic approaches to text processing in order to improve the quality of information retrieval. Tolle and Chen (2000) compared four noun phrase generation tools in order to assess their ability to isolate noun phrases from medical journal abstracts databases. The NLP tools evaluated were: Chopper developed by the Machine Understanding group at the MIT Media Laboratory, Automatic Indexer and AZ Noun Phraser developed at the University of Arizona, and NPTool a commercial NLP tool from LingSoft, a Finnish Company. The National Library of Medicine’s SPECIALIST Lexicon was used along with the AZ Noun Phraser. This experiment used a reasonably large test set of 1.1 gigabytes of text, comprising 714,451 abstracts from the CANCERLIT database. This study showed that with the exception of Chopper, the NLP tools were fairly comparable in their performance, measured in terms of recall and precision. The study also showed that the SPECIALIST Lexicon increased the ability of the AZ Noun Phraser to generate relevant noun phrases. Pedersen and Bruce (1998) propose a corpus-based approach to word-sense disambiguation that only requires
information that can be automatically extracted from untagged text. Barker and Cornacchia (2000) describe a simple system for choosing noun phrases, from a document, based on their length, their frequency of occurrence, and the frequency of their head noun, using a base noun phrase skimmer and an off-the-shelf online dictionary. This research revealed some interesting findings: (1) the simple noun phrase-based system performs roughly as well as a state-of-the-art, corpus-trained keyphrase extractor; (2) ratings for individual keyphrases do not necessarily correlate with ratings for sets of keyphrases for a document; and (3) agreement among unbiased judges on the keyphrase rating task is poor. Silber & McCoy (2000) report research that uses a linear time algorithm for calculating lexical chains, which is a method of capturing the ‘aboutness’ of a document.

Mihalcea & Moldovan (1999) argue that the reduced applicability of statistical methods in word sense disambiguation is due basically to the lack of widely available semantically tagged corpora. They report research that enables the automatic acquisition of sense tagged corpora, and is based on (1) the information provided in WordNet, and (2) the information gathered from Internet using existing search engines.

Martinez & Garcia-Serrano (1998) and Martinez et al. (2000) propose a method for the design of structured knowledge models for NLP. The key features of their method comprise the decomposition of linguistic knowledge sources in specialized sub-areas to tackle the complexity problem and a focus on cognitive architectures that allow for modularity, scalability and reusability. The authors claim that their approach profits from NLP techniques, first-order logic and some modelling heuristics (Martinez et al. 2000). Fernandez & Garcia-Serrano (2000) comment that knowledge engineering is increasingly regarded as a means to complement traditional formal NLP models by adding symbolic modelling and inference capabilities in a way that facilitates the introduction and maintenance of linguistic experience. They propose an approach that allows the design of linguistic applications that integrates different formalisms, reuses existing language resources and supports the implementation of the required control in a flexible way. Costantino (1999) argues that qualitative data, particularly articles from online news agencies, are not yet successfully processed, and as a result, financial operators, notably traders, suffer from qualitative data-overload. IE-Expert is a system that combines the techniques of NLP, information extraction and expert systems in order to be able to suggest investment decisions from large volume of texts (Constantino, 1999).
Natural Language Text Processing Systems

Manipulation of texts for knowledge extraction, for automatic indexing and abstracting, or for producing text in a desired format, has been recognized as an important area of research in NLP. This is broadly classified as the area of natural language text processing that allows structuring of large bodies of textual information with a view to retrieving particular information or to deriving knowledge structures that may be used for a specific purpose. Automatic text processing systems generally take some form of text input and transform it into an output of some different form. The central task for natural language text processing systems is the translation of potentially ambiguous natural language queries and texts into unambiguous internal representations on which matching and retrieval can take place (Liddy, 1998). A natural language text processing system may begin with morphological analyses. Stemming of terms, in both the queries and documents, is done in order to get the morphological variants of the words involved. The lexical and syntactic processing involve the utilization of lexicons for determining the characteristics of the words, recognition of their parts-of-speech, determining the words and phrases, and for parsing of the sentences.

Past research concentrating on natural language text processing systems has been reviewed by Haas (1986), Mani & Maybury (1999), Smeaton (1999), and Warner (1987). Some NLP systems have been built to process texts using particular small sublanguages to reduce the size of the operations and the nature of the complexities. These domain-specific studies are largely known as 'sublanguage analyses' (Grishman & Kittredge, 1986). Some of these studies are limited to a particular subject area such as medical science, whereas others deal with a specific type of document such as patent texts.

Abstracting

Automatic abstracting and text summarization are now used synonymously that aim to generate abstracts or summaries of texts. This area of NLP research is becoming more common in the web and digital library environment. In simple abstracting or summarization systems, parts of text – sentences or paragraphs – are selected automatically based on some linguistic and/or statistical criteria to produce the abstract or summary. More sophisticated systems may merge two or more
sentences, or parts thereof, to generate one coherent sentence, or may generate simple summaries from discrete items of data.

Recent interests in automatic abstracting and text summarization are reflected by the huge number of research papers appearing in a number of international conferences and workshops including ACL, ACM, AAAI, SIGIR, and various national and regional chapters of the Associations. Several techniques are used for automatic abstracting and text summarization. Goldstein et al. (1999) use conventional IR methods and linguistic cues for extracting and ranking sentences for generating news article summaries. A number of studies on text summarization have been reported recently. Silber and McCoy (2000) claim that their linear time algorithm for calculating lexical chains is an efficient method for preparing automatic summarization of documents. Chuang and Yang (2000) report a text summarization technique using cue phrases appearing in the texts of US patent abstracts.

Roux and Ledoray (2000) report a project, called Aristotle, that aims to build an automatic medical data system that is capable of producing a semantic representation of the text in a canonical form. Song and Zhao (2000) propose a method of automatic abstracting that integrates the advantages of both linguistic and statistical analysis in a corpus. Jin and Dong-Yan (2000) propose a methodology for generating automatic abstracts that provides an integration of the advantages of methods based on linguistic analysis and those based on statistics.

Moens and Uyttendaele (1997) describe the SALOMON (Summary and Analysis of Legal texts FOR Managing Online Needs) project that automatically summarizes legal texts written in Dutch. The system extracts relevant information from the full texts of Belgian criminal cases and uses it to summarize each decision. A text grammar represented as a semantic network is used to determine the category of each case. The system extracts relevant information about each case, such as the name of the court that issues the decision, the decision date, the offences charged, the relevant statutory provisions disclosed by the court, as well as the legal principles applied in the case. RAFI (resume automatique a fragments indicateurs) is an automatic text summarization system that transforms full text scientific and technical documents into condensed texts (Lehmam, 1999). RAFI adopts discourse analysis technique using a thesaurus for recognition and selection of the most pertinent elements of texts. The system assumes a typical structure of areas from each scientific document, viz. previous knowledge, content, method and new knowledge.
Most of the automatic abstracting and text summarization systems work satisfactorily within a small text collection or within a restricted domain. Building robust and domain-independent systems is a complex and resource-intensive task. Arguing that purely automatic abstracting systems do not always produce useful results, Craven (1988, 1993, 2000) proposes a hybrid abstracting system in which some tasks are performed by human abstractors and others by an abstractor’s assistance software called TEXNET. However, recent experiments on the usefulness of the automatically extracted keywords and phrases from full texts by TEXNET in the actual process of abstracting by human abstractors showed some considerable variation among subjects, and only 37% of the subjects found the keywords and phrases to be useful in writing their abstracts (Craven, 2000).

**Information Extraction**

Knowledge discovery and data mining have become important areas of research over the past few years and a number of information science journals have published special issues reporting research on these topics (see for example, Benoit, 2001; Qin and Norton, 1999; Raghavan et al., 1998; Trybula, 1997; Vickery, 1997). Knowledge discovery and data mining research use a variety of techniques in order to extract useful information from source documents. Information extraction (IE) is a subset of knowledge discovery and data mining research that aims to extract useful bits of textual information from natural language texts (Gaizauskas & Wilks, 1998). A variety of information extraction (IE) techniques are used and the extracted information can be used for a number of purposes, for example to prepare a summary of texts, to populate databases, fill-in slots in frames, identify keywords and phrase for information retrieval, and so on. IE techniques are also used for classifying text items according to some pre-defined categories. An earlier example of text categorization system is CONSTRUE, developed for Reuters, that classifies news stories (Hayes, 1992). The CONSTRUE software was subsequently generalized into a commercial product called TCS (Text Categorization Shell). An evaluation of five text categorization systems has been reported by Yang and Liu (1999).

Morin (1999) suggests that although many IE systems can successfully extract terms from documents, acquisition of relations between terms is still a difficulty. PROMETHEE is a system that extracts lexico-syntactic patterns relative to a specific conceptual relation from technical
corpora (Morin, 1999). Bondale et al. (1999) suggest that IE systems must operate at many levels, from word recognition to discourse analysis at the level of the complete document. They report an application of the Blank Slate Language Processor (BSLP) approach for the analysis of a real life natural language corpus that consists of responses to open-ended questionnaires in the field of advertising.

Glasgow et al. (1998) report a system called MITA (Metlife’s Intelligent Text Analyzer) that extracts information from life insurance applications. Ahonen et al. (1998) propose a general framework for text mining that uses pragmatic and discourse level analyses of text. Sokol et al. (2000) report research that uses visualization and NLP technologies to perform text mining. Heng-Hsou et al. (2000) argue that IE systems are usually event-driven (i.e., are usually based on domain knowledge built on various events) and propose an event detection driven intelligent information extraction by using the neural network paradigm. They use the backpropagation (BP) learning algorithm to train the event detector, and apply NLP technology to aid the selection of nouns as feature words which are supposed to characterize documents appropriately. These nouns are stored in ontology as a knowledge base, and are used for the extraction of useful information from e-mail messages.

Cowie and Lehnert (1996) reviewed the earlier research on IE and commented that the NLP research community is ill-prepared to tackle the difficult problems of semantic feature-tagging, co-reference resolution, and discourse analysis, all of which are important issues of IE research. Gaizauskas and Wilks (1998) reviewed the IE research from its origin in the Artificial Intelligence world in the sixties and seventies through to the modern days. They discussed the major IE projects undertaken in different sectors, viz., Academic Research, Employment, Fault Diagnosis, Finance, Law, Medicine, Military Intelligence, Police, Software System Requirements Specification, and Technology/Product Tracking.

Chowdhury (1999a) reviewed research that used template mining techniques in: the extraction of proper names from full text documents, extraction of facts from press releases, abstracting scientific papers, summarizing new product information, extracting specific information from chemical texts, and so on. He also discussed how some web search engines use templates to facilitate information retrieval. He recommends that if each web author is given a template to fill-in in order to characterize his/her document, then eventually a more controlled and systematic method of creating document surrogates can be achieved. However, he warns that a single all-
purpose metadata format will not be applicable for all authors in all the domains, and further research is necessary to come up with appropriate formats for each.

Arguing that IR has been the subject of research and development and has been delivering working solutions for many decades whereas IE is a more recent and emerging technology, Smeaton (1997) comments that it is of interest to the IE community to see how a related task, perhaps the most-related task, IR, has managed to use the NLP base technology in its development so far. Commenting on the future challenges of IE researchers, Gaizauskas and Wilks (1998) mention that the performance levels of the common IE systems, which stand in the range of 50% for combined recall and precision, should improve significantly to satisfy information analysts. A major stumbling block of IE systems development is the cost of development. CONSTRUE, for example required 9.5 person years of effort (Hayes & Weinstein, 1991). Portability and scalability are also two big issues for IE systems. Since they depend heavily on the domain knowledge, a given IE system may work satisfactorily in a relatively smaller text collection, but it may not perform well in a larger collection, or in a different domain. Alternative technologies are now being used to overcome these problems. Adams (2001) discusses the merits of the NLP and the wrapper induction technology in information extraction from the web documents. In contrast to NLP, wrapper induction operates independently of specific domain knowledge. Instead of analysing the meaning of discourse at the sentence level, the wrapper technology identifies relevant content based on the textual qualities that surround desired data. Wrappers operate on the surface features of document texts that characterize training examples. A number of vendors, such as Jango (purchased by Excite), Junglee (purchased by Amazon), and Mohomine employ wrapper induction technology (Adams, 2001).

**Information Retrieval**

Information retrieval has been a major area of application of NLP, and consequently a number of research projects, dealing with the various applications on NLP in IR, have taken place throughout the world resulting in a large volume of publications. Lewis and Sparck Jones (1996) comment that the generic challenge for NLP in the field of IR is whether the necessary NLP of texts and queries is doable, and the specific challenges are whether non-statistical and statistical data can be combined and whether data about individual documents and whole files can be combined. They further comment that there are major challenges in making the NLP technology
operate effectively and efficiently and also in conducting appropriate evaluation tests to assess whether and how far the approach works in an environment of interactive searching of large text files. Feldman (1999) suggests that in order to achieve success in IR, NLP techniques should be applied in conjunction with other technologies, such as visualization, intelligent agents and speech recognition.

Arguing that syntactic phrases are more meaningful than statistically obtained word pairs, and thus are more powerful for discriminating among documents, Narita and Ogawa (2000) use a shallow syntactic processing instead of statistical processing to automatically identify candidate phrasal terms from query texts. Comparing the performance of Boolean and natural language searches, Paris and Tibbo (1998) found that in their experiment, Boolean searches had better results than freestyle (natural language) searches. However, they concluded that neither could be considered as the best for every query. In other words, their conclusion was that different queries demand different techniques.

Pirkola (2001) shows that languages vary significantly in their morphological properties. However, for each language there are two variables that describe the morphological complexity, viz., index of synthesis (IS) that describes the amount of affixation in an individual language, i.e., the average number of morphemes per word in the language; and index of fusion (IF) that describes the ease with which two morphemes can be separated in a language. Pirkola (2001) shows that calculation of the ISs and IFs in a language is a relatively simple task, and once they have been established, they could be utilized fruitfully in empirical IR research and system development.

Variations in presenting subject matter greatly affect IR and hence linguistic variation of document texts is one of the greatest challenges to IR. In order to investigate how consistently newspapers choose words and concepts to describe an event, Lehtokangas & Jarvelin (2001) chose articles on the same news from three Finnish newspapers. Their experiment revealed that for short newswire the consistency was 83% and for long articles 47%. It was also revealed that the newspapers were very consistent in using concepts to represent events, with a level of consistency varying between 92-97%.
Khoo et al. (2001) report an experiment that investigates whether information obtained by matching cause-effect relations expressed in documents with the cause-effect relations expressed in user queries can be used to improve results in document retrieval compared with the use of only the keywords without considering the relations. Their experiment with the Wall Street Journal full text database revealed that causal relations matching where either the cause or the effect is a wildcard can be used to improve information retrieval effectiveness if the appropriate weight for each type of matching can be determined for each query. However, the authors stress that the results of this study were not as strong as they had expected it to be.

Chandrasekar & Srinivas (1998) propose that coherent text contains significant latent information, such as syntactic structure and patterns of language use, and this information could be used to improve the performance of information retrieval systems. They describe a system, called Glean, that uses syntactic information for effectively filtering irrelevant documents, and thereby improving the precision of information retrieval systems.

A number of tracks (research groups or themes) in the TREC series of experiments deal directly or indirectly with NLP and information retrieval, such as the cross-language track, filtering track, interactive track, question-answering track, and the web track. Reports of progress of the NLIR (Natural Language Information Retrieval) project are available in the TREC reports (Perez-Carballo & Strzalkowski, 2000; Strzalkowski et al., 1997, 1998, 1999). The major goal of this project has been to demonstrate that robust NLP techniques used for indexing and searching of text documents perform better compared to the simple keyword and string-based methods used in statistical full-text retrieval (Strzalkowski, T. et al., 1999). However, results indicate that simple linguistically motivated indexing (LMI) did not prove to be more effective than well-executed statistical approaches in English language texts. Nevertheless, it was noted that more detailed search topic statements responded well to LMI compared to terse one-sentence search queries. Thus, it was concluded that query expansion, using NLP techniques, leads to a sustainable advances in IR effectiveness (Strzalkowski et al., 1999).

**Natural Language Interfaces**

A natural language interface is one that accepts query statements or commands in natural language and sends data to some system, typically a retrieval system, which then results in
appropriate responses to the commands or query statements. A natural language interface should be able to translate the natural language statements into appropriate actions for the system. A large number of natural language interfaces that work reasonably well in narrow domains have been reported in the literature (for review of such systems see Chowdhury, 1999b, Chapter 19; Haas, 1996; Stock, 2000).

Much of the efforts in natural language interface design to date have focused on handling rather simple natural language queries. A number of question answering systems are now being developed that aim to provide answers to natural language questions, as opposed to documents containing information related to the question. Such systems often use a variety of IE and IR operations using NLP tools and techniques to get the correct answer from the source texts. Breck et al. (1999) report a question answering system that uses techniques from knowledge representation, information retrieval, and NLP. The authors claim that this combination enables domain independence and robustness in the face of text variability, both in the question and in the raw text documents used as knowledge sources. Research reported in the Question Answering (QA) track of TREC (Text Retrieval Conferences) show some interesting results. The basic technology used by the participants in the QA track included several steps. First, cue words/phrase like ‘who’ (as in ‘who is the prime minister of Japan’), ‘when’ (as in ‘When did the Jurassic period end’) were identified to guess what was needed; and then a small portion of the document collection was retrieved using standard text retrieval technology. This was followed by a shallow parsing of the returned documents for identifying the entities required for an answer. If no appropriate answer type was found then best matching passage was retrieved. This approach works well as long as the query types recognized by the system have broad coverage, and the system can classify questions reasonably accurately (Voorhees, 1999). In TREC-8, the first QA track of TREC, the most accurate QA systems could answer more than 2/3 of the questions correctly. In the second QA track (TREC-9), the best performing QA system, the Falcon system from Southern Methodist University, was able to answer 65% of the questions (Voorhees, 2000). These results are quite impressive in a domain-independent question answering environment. However, the questions were still simple in the first two QA tracks. In the future more complex questions requiring answers to be obtained from more than one documents will be handled by QA track researchers.

Owei (2000) argues that the drawbacks of most natural language interfaces to database systems stem primarily from their weak interpretative power which is caused by their inability to deal
with the nuances in human use of natural language. The author further argues that the difficulty with NL database query languages (DBQLs) can be overcome by combining concept based DBQL paradigms with NL approaches to enhance the overall ease-of-use of the query interface.

Zadrozny et al. (2000) suggest that in an ideal information retrieval environment, users should be able to express their interests or queries directly and naturally, by speaking, typing, and/or pointing; the computer system then should be able to provide intelligent answers or ask relevant questions. However, they comment that even though we build natural language systems, this goal cannot be fully achieved due to limitations of science, technology, business knowledge, and programming environments. The specific problems include (Zadrozny et al., 2000):

- Limitations of NL understanding;
- Managing the complexities of interaction (for example, when using NL on devices with differing bandwidth);
- Lack of precise user models (for example, knowing how demographics and personal characteristics of a person should be reflected in the type of language and dialogue the system is using with the user), and
- Lack of middleware and toolkits.

**NLP Software**

A number of specific NLP software products have been developed over the past decades, some of which are available for free, while others are available commercially. Many such NLP software packages and tools have already been mentioned in the discussions throughout this chapter. Some more NLP tools and software are mentioned in this section.

Pasero & Sabatier (1998) describe principles underlying ILLICO, a generic natural-language software tool for building larger applications for performing specific linguistic tasks such as analysis, synthesis, and guided composition. Liddy (1998) and Liddy et al. (2000) discuss the commercial use of NLP in IR with the example of DR-LINK (Document Retrieval Using LINguistic Knowledge) system demonstrating the capabilities of NLP for IR. Detailed product information and a demo of DR-LINK are now available online (http://www.textwise.com/dr-
Nerbonne et al. (1998) report on GLOSSER, an intelligent assistant for Dutch students for learning to read French. Scott (1999) describes the Kana Customer Messaging System that can categorize inbound e-mails, forward them to the right department and generally streamline the response process. Kana also has an auto-suggestion function that helps a customer service representative answer questions on unfamiliar territory. Scott (1999) describes another system, called Brightware, that uses NLP techniques to elicit meaning from groups of words or phrases and reply to some e-mails automatically. NLPWin is an NLP system from Microsoft that accepts sentences and delivers detailed syntactic analysis, together with a logical form representing an abstraction of the meaning (Elworthy, 2000). Scarlett and Szpakowicz (2000) report a diagnostic evaluation of DIPETT, a broad-coverage parser of English sentences.

The Natural Language Processing Laboratory, Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval at the University of Massachusetts, distributes source codes and executables to support IE system development efforts at other sites. Each module is designed to be used in a domain-specific and task-specific customizable IE system. Available software includes (Natural Language …, n.d.)

- **MARMOT Text Bracketting Module**, a text file translator which segments arbitrary text blocks into sentences, applies low-level specialists such as date recognizers, associates words with part-of-speech tags, and brackets the text into annotated noun phrases, prepositional phrases, and verb phrases.
- **BADGER Extraction Module**, that analyzes bracketed text and produces case frame instantiations according to application-specific domain guidelines.
- **CRYSTAL Dictionary Induction Module**, that learns text extraction rules, suitable for use by BADGER, from annotated training texts.
- **ID3-S Inductive Learning Module**, a variant on ID3 which induces decision trees on the basis of training examples.

Waldrop (2001) briefly describes the features of three NLP software packages, viz.

- **Jupiter**, a product of the MIT research Lab that works in the field of weather forecast
- **Movieline**, a product of Carnegie Mellon that talks about local movie schedules, and
• *MindNet* from Microsoft Research, a system for automatically extracting a massively hyperlinked web of concepts, from, say, a standard dictionary.

Feldman (1999) mentions a number of NLP software packages, such as

• *ConQuest*, a part of *Excalibur*, that incorporates a lexicon that is implemented as a semantic network
• *InQuery* that parses sentences, stems words and recognizes proper nouns and concepts based on term co-occurrence
• The *LinguistX parser* from XEROX PARC that extracts syntactic information, and is used in *InfoSeek*
• Text mining systems like *NetOwl* from *SRA* and *KNOW-IT* from *TextWise*.

A recent survey of 68 European university centres in computational linguistics and NLP, carried out under the auspices of a Socrates Working Group on Advanced Computing in the Humanities, revealed that Java has already reached the status of second most commonly taught programming language (Black et al., 2000). In addition, Java based programs are being used to develop interactive instructional materials. Black et al. (2000) review some Java-based courseware in use and discuss the issues involved in more complex natural language processing applications that use Java.

**Internet, Web and Digital Library Applications of NLP**

The Internet and the web have brought significant improvements in the way we create, look for and use information. A huge volume of information is now available through the Internet and digital libraries. However, these developments have made some problems related to information processing and retrieval more prominent. According to a recent Survey (Global Reach, 2001), 55% of the Internet users are non-English speakers and this is increasing rapidly, thereby reducing the percentage of net users who are native English speakers. However, about 80% of the Internet and digital library resources available today are in English (Bian, Guo-Wei & Chen, 2000). This calls for the urgent need for the establishment of multilingual information systems and CLIR facilities. How to manipulate the large volume of multilingual data has become a major research question. In fact, several issues are involved here. At the user interface level, there has to be a query translation system that should translate the query from the user’s native
language to the language of the system. Several approaches have been proposed for query translation. The dictionary based approach uses a bilingual dictionary to convert terms from the source language to the target language. Coverage and up-to-dateness of the bilingual dictionary is a major issue here. The corpus-based approach uses parallel corpora for word selection, where the problem lies with the domain and scale of the corpora. Bian & Chen (2000) propose a Chinese-English CLIR system on www, called MTIR, that integrates the query translation and document translation. They also address a number of issues of machine translation on the web, viz., the role played by the HTML tags in translation, the trade-off between the speed and performance of the translation system, and the form in which the translated material is presented.

Staab et al. (1999) describe the features of an intelligent information agent called GETESS that uses semantic methods and NLP capabilities in order to gather tourist information from the web and present it to the human user in an intuitive, user-friendly way. Ceric (2000) reviews the advancements of the web search technology and mentions that, among others, NLP technologies will have very good impact on the success of the search engines. Mock and Vemuri (1997) describe the Intelligent News Filtering Organizational System (INFOS) that is designed to filter out unwanted news items from a Usenet. INFOS builds a profile of user interests based on the user feedback. After the user browses each article, INFOS asks the user to rate the article, and uses this as a criterion for selection (or rejection) of similar articles next time round. News articles are classified by a simple keyword method, called the Global Hill Climbing (GHC), that is used as a simple quick-pass method. Articles that cannot be classified by GHC are passed through a WordNet knowledgebase through a Case based reasoning (CBR) module which is a slower but more accurate method. Very small-scale evaluation of INFOS suggests that the indexing pattern method, i.e., mapping of the words from the input text into the correct concepts in the WordNet abstraction hierarchy, correctly classified 80% of the articles; the major reasons for errors being the weakness of the system to disambiguate pronouns.

One of the major stumbling blocks of providing personalized news delivery to users over the Internet is the problem involved in the automatic association of related items of different media type. Carrick and Watters (1997) describe a system that aims to determine to what degree any two news items refer to the same news event. This research focused on determining the association between photographs and stories by using names. The algorithm developed in course of this research was tested against a test data set as well as new data sets. The pair of news items and
photos generated by the system were checked by human experts. The system performed, in terms of recall, precision and time, similarly on the new data sets as it did on the training set.

Because of the volume of text available on the web, many researchers have proposed to use the web as the testbed for NLP research. Grefenstette (1999) argues that although noisy, web text presents language as it is used, and statistics derived from the web can have practical uses in many NLP applications.

**Machine Translation and CLIR**

With the proliferation of the web and digital libraries, multilingual information retrieval has become a major challenge. There are two sets of issues here: (1) recognition, manipulation and display of multiple languages, and (2) cross-language information search and retrieval (Peter & Picchi, 1997). The first set of issues relate to the enabling technology that will allow users to access information in whatever language it is stored; while the second set implies permitting users to specify their information needs in their preferred language while retrieving information in whatever language it is stored. Text translation can take place at two levels: (1) translation of the full text from one language to another for the purpose of search and retrieval, and (2) translation of queries from one language to one or more different languages. The first option is feasible for small collections or for specific applications, as in meteorological reports (Oudet, 1997). Translation of queries is a more practicable approach and promising results have been reported in the literature (discussed below).

Oard (1997) comments that seeking information from a digital library could benefit from the ability to query large collections once using a single language. Furthermore, if the retrieved information is not available in a language that the user can read, some form of translation will be needed. Multilingual thesauri such as EUROVOC help to address this challenge by facilitating controlled vocabulary search using terms from several languages, and services such as INSPEC produce English abstracts for documents in other languages (Oard, 1997). However, as Oard mentions, fully automatic MT is presently neither sufficiently fast nor sufficiently accurate to adequately support interactive cross-language information seeking in the web and digital libraries. Fortunately, an active and rapidly growing research community has coalesced around these and
other related issues, applying techniques drawn from several fields - notably IR and NLP - to provide access to large multilingual collections.

Borgman (1997) comments that we have hundreds (and sometimes thousands) of years worth of textual materials in hundreds of languages, created long before data encoding standards existed. She illustrates the multi-language DL challenge with examples drawn from the research library community, which typically handles collections of materials in about 400 different languages.

Ruiz and Srinivasan (1998) investigate an automatic method for CLIR that utilizes the multilingual Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) Metathesaurus to translate Spanish natural-language queries into English. They conclude that the UMLS Metathesaurus-based CLIR method is at least equivalent to, if not better, than multilingual dictionary based approaches. Dan-Hee et al. (2000), comment that there is no reliable guideline as to how large machine readable corpus resources should be compiled to develop practical NLP software package and/or complete dictionaries for humans and computational use. They propose a new mathematical tool: a piecewise curve-fitting algorithm, and suggest how to determine the tolerance error of the algorithm for good prediction, using a specific corpus.

Two Telematics Application Program projects in the Telematics for Libraries sector, TRANSLIB and CANAL/LS, were active between 1995 and 1997 (Oard, 1997). Both these projects investigated cross-language searching in library catalogs, and each included English, Spanish and at least one other language: CANAL/LS added German and French, while TRANSLIB added Greek. MULINEX, another European project, is concerned with the efficient use of multilingual online information. The project aims to process multilingual information and present it to the user in a way which facilitates finding and evaluating the desired information quickly and accurately (MULINEX, n.d.). TwentyOne, started in 1996, is a EU funded project which has the target to develop a tool for efficient dissemination of multimedia information in the field of sustainable development (TwentyOne, n.d.). Details of these and CLIR research projects in the US and other parts of the world have been reviewed by Oard & Diekama (1998).

Magnini et al. (2000) report two projects where NLP has been used for improving the performance in the public administration sector. The first project, GIST, is concerned with automatic multilingual generation of instructional texts for form-filling. The second project,
TAMIC, aims at providing an interface for interactive access to information, centered on NLP and supposed to be used by the clerk but with the active participation of the citizen.

Powell and Fox (1998) describe a federated search system, called SearchDB-ML Lite, for searching heterogeneous multilingual theses and dissertations collections on the World Wide Web NDLTD: Networked Digital Library of Theses and Dissertations (NDLTD, n.d.). A markup language, called SearchDB, was developed for describing the characteristics of a search engine and its interface, and a protocol was built for requesting word translations between languages. A review of the results generated from querying over 50 sites simultaneously revealed that in some cases more sophisticated query mapping is necessary to retrieve results sets that truly correspond to the original query. The authors report that an extended version of the SearchDB markup language is being developed that can reflect the default and available query modifiers for each search engine; work is also underway to implement a mapping system that uses this information.

A number of companies now provide machine translation service, for example (McMurchie, 1998):

- Berlitz International Inc. that offers professional translation service in 20 countries
- Lernout & Hauspie has an Internet Translation Division
- Orange, Calif-based Language Force Inc. that has a product called Universal translator Deluxe
- IBM MT services through its WebSphere Translation Server.

A large number of research papers are available that discuss various research projects dealing with MT and CLIR with reference to specific languages, for example in Chinese (Kwok et al. 2000; Lee et al., 1999), Japanese (Jie & Akahori , 2000; Ma, et al. 2000; Ogura et al. 2000), Portuguese (Barahona & Alferes, 1999), Sinhalese (Herath & Herath, 1999), Spanish (Weigard & Hoppenbrouwers, 1998; Marquez et al., 2000), Thai (Isahara et al., 2000), Turkish (Say, 1999), and so on. Some studies have considered more than two languages; see for example Ide, 2000. These papers address various issues of MT, for example,

- Use of cue phrases in determining relationships among the lexical units in a discourse (Say, 1999);
• Generation of semantic maps of terms (Ma et al., 2000);

• Creation of language-specific semantic dictionaries (Ogura et al., 2000);

• Discourse analysis (Jie & Akahori, 2000);

• Lexical analysis (Ide, 2000; Lee et al., 1999);

• Part-of-speech tagging (Isahara et al., 2000; Marquez et al., 2000)

• Query translation (Kwok et al., 2000)

• Transliteration of foreign words for information retrieval (Jeong, et al., 1999)

Weigard & Hoppenbrouwers (1998) report the way an English/Spanish lexicon, including an ontology, is constructed for NLP tasks in an ESPRIT project called TREVI. Emphasizing the point that there has not been any study of natural language information retrieval in Swedish, Hedlund et al. (2001) describe the features of Swedish language and point out a number of research problems. They further stress that separate research in NLP in Swedish is required because the research results and tools for other languages do not quite apply to Swedish because of the unique features of the language.

Commenting on the progress of MT research, Jurafsky & Martin (2000; p. 825) comment that “machine translation system design is hard work, requiring careful selection of models and algorithms and combination into a useful system.” They further comment that “despite half a century of research, machine translation is far from solved; human language is a rich and fascinating area whose treasures have only begun to be explored”.

**Evaluation**

Evaluation is an important area in any system development activity, and information science researchers have long been struggling to come up with appropriate evaluation mechanisms for
large-scale information systems. Consequently, NLP researchers have also been trying to develop reliable methods for evaluating robust NLP systems. However, a single set of evaluation criteria will not be applicable for all NLP tasks. Different evaluation parameters may be required for each task, such as IE and automatic abstracting which are significantly different in nature compared to some other NLP tasks such as MT, CLIT or natural language user interfaces.

The ELSE (Evaluation in Language and Speech Engineering) project under the contract from the European Commission aimed to study the possible implementation of comparative evaluation in NLP systems. Comparative evaluation in Language Engineering has been used since 1984 as a basic paradigm in the DARPA research program in the US on human language technology since 1984. Comparative evaluation consists of a set of participants that compare the results of their systems using similar tasks and related data with metrics that were agreed upon. Usually this evaluation is performed in a number of successive evaluation campaigns with more complex task to perform at every campaign. ELSE proposition departs from the DARPA research program in two ways: first by considering usability criteria in the evaluation, and second by trading competitive aspects for more contrastive and collaborative ones through the use of multidimensional results (Paroubek & Blasband, 1999). The ELSE consortium has identified the following five types of evaluation (Paroubek & Blasband, 1999):

- **Basic research evaluation**: tries to validate a new idea or to assess the amount of improvement it brings over older methods.
- **Technology evaluation**: tries to assess the performance and appropriateness of a technology for solving a problem that is well-defined, simplified and abstracted.
- **Usage evaluation**: tries to assess the usability of a technology for solving a real problem in the field. It involves the end-users in the environment intended for the deployment of the system under test.
- **Impact evaluation**: tries to measure the socio-economic consequences of a technology.
- **Program evaluation**: attempts to determine how worthwhile a funding program has been for a given technology.

(EAGLES-II:1997—1998), an European Initiative that proposed a user-centred evaluation of NLP systems. The EAGLES work takes as its starting point an existing Standard, viz. ISO 9126, which is concerned primarily with the definition of quality characteristics to be used in the evaluation of software products.

The DiET project (1997-1999) was designed to develop data, methods and tools for the glass-box evaluation of NLP components, building on the results of previous projects covering different aspects of assessment and evaluation. The webpage of the DiET project (DiET, 1997) says that the project “will extend and develop test-suites with annotated test items for grammar, morphology and discourse, for English, French and German. DiET will provide user-support in terms of database technology, test-suite construction tools and graphic interfaces.”, and that it “will result in a tool-package for in-house and external quality assurance and evaluation, which will enable the commercial user to assess and compare Language Technology products”.

MUC, the Message Understanding Conferences, which have now ceased, was the pioneer in opening an international platform for sharing research on NLP systems. In particular, MUC researchers were involved in the evaluation of IE systems applied to a common task. The first five MUCs had focused on analyzing free text, identifying events of a specified type, and filling a data base template with information about each such event (MUC-6, 1996). After MUC-5, a broad set of objectives was defined for the forthcoming MUCs, such as: to push information extraction systems towards greater portability to new domains, and to encourage evaluations of some basic language analysis technologies. In MUC-7 (the last MUC), the multilingual NE (named entities) evaluation was run using training and test articles from comparable domains for all languages (Chinchor, n.d.). The papers in the MUC-7 conference report some interesting observations by system developers who were non-native speakers of the language of their system and system developers who were native speakers of the language of their system. Results of MUC-3 through MUC-7 have been summarized by Chinchor (n.d.).

**Conclusion**

Results of some NLP experiments reported in this paper show encouraging results. However, one should not forget that most of these experimental systems end in the lab; very few experimental systems are converted to real systems or products. One of the major stumbling blocks of NLP
research, as in areas like information retrieval research, has been the absence of large test
collections and re-usable experimental methods and tools. Fortunately, the situation has changed
over the past few years. Several national and international research groups are now working
together to build and re-use large test collections and experimental tools and techniques. Since the
origin of the Message Understanding Conferences, group research efforts have proliferated with
the regular conferences and workshops, for example, the TREC series and other conferences
organized by NAACL (North American Chapter of the Association for Computational
Linguistics), EACL (European ACL), and so on. These group research efforts help researchers
share their expertise by building re-usable NLP tools, test collections, and experimental
methodologies. References to some re-usable NLP tools and cooperative research groups have
been made earlier in this paper (see under the heading Some Theoretical Developments).

Some recent studies on evaluation also show promising results. Very small-scale evaluation of
INFOS suggests that the indexing pattern method, i.e., mapping of the words from the input text
into the correct concepts in the WordNet abstraction hierarchy, correctly classified 80% of the
articles (Mock and Vemuri, 1997). Some large-scale experiments with NLP also show
encouraging results. For example, Kwok et al. (2000,1999) report that their PIRCS system can
perform the tasks of English-Chinese query translation with an effectiveness of over 80%.
Strzalkowski et al. (TREC-8;1998) report that by using the algorithm of automatic expansion of
queries, using NLP techniques, they obtained a 37% improvement of average precision over a
baseline where no expansion was used. There are conflicting results too. For example, Elworthy
(2000) reports that the NLP system, using the Microsoft product NLPWin, performed much poorer in the TREC-9 test set compared with the TREC-8 test set. While trying to find out the
reasons for this discrepancy, Elworthy (2000) comments that an important challenge for the
future work may be looking at how to build a system that merges definitive, pre-encoded
knowledge, and ad-hoc documents of unknown reliability.

As already mentioned earlier (in the section on Abstracting), Craven’s study with TEXNET
(Craven, 1996) shows a limited success (only 37%). Gaizauskas and Wilks mention that the
performance levels of the common IE systems, stand in the range of 50% for combined recall
and precision. Such low success rates are not acceptable in large-scale operational information
systems.
Smith (1998) suggests that there are two possible scenarios for the future relations between computers and humans: (1) in the user-friendliness scenario, computers become smart enough to communicate in natural language, and (2) in the computer friendliness scenario humans adapt their practices in order to communicate with, and make use of, computers. He further argues that the use of computer-friendly encoding of natural language texts on the web is symptomatic of a revolutionary trend toward the computerization of human knowledge. Petreley (2000, p.102) raises a very pertinent question about natural language user interfaces: “will the natural language interface have to wait until voice recognition becomes more commonplace?”. This statement appears to be quite legitimate when we see that although a large number of natural language user interfaces were built, most at the laboratory level, and a few at the commercial level (for details of these see, Haas, 1996; Chowdhury, 1999b, Chapters 18-21), natural language user interfaces are not still very common. The impediments to progress to the natural language interfaces lie on several planes including language issues. Zadrozny et al. (2000) mention that except for very restricted domains, we do not know how to compute the meaning of a sentence based on meanings of its words and its context. Another problem is caused by the lack of precise user models. Zadrozny et al. (2000) maintain that even assuming that we can have any piece of information about a person, we do not know how could we use this knowledge to make this person's interaction with a dialogue system most effective and pleasant.

MT involves a number of difficult problems, mainly because human language is at times quite ambiguous and full of special constructions, and exceptions to rules. Despite that there has been a steady development, and MT research has now reached a stage where the benefits can be enjoyed by people. A number of web search tools, viz. Altavista, Google, Lycos and AOL offer free MT facilities of web information resources. A number of companies also provide MT services commercially. For example, the IBM WebSphere Translation Server for Multiplatforms is a machine translation service available commercially for translating web documents in a number of languages, such as English, French, Italian, Spanish, Chinese, Japanese and Korean. In June 2001, Autodesk, a US software company began to offer MT services to its European customers at a cost which is 50% less compared to the human translation services (Schenker, 2001). Though machine translations are not always perfect and do not produce as good translations as human translators would produce, the results, and evidences of interests in improving the performance level of MT systems, are very encouraging.
One area of application of NLP that has drawn much research attention, but where the results are yet to reach the general public with an acceptable level of performance, is the natural language question-answering system. While some systems, as reported in this chapter, produce acceptable results, there are still many failures and surprises. Results of systems reported under the QA track of TREC (reported under the heading of natural language interfaces in this paper) show promising results with some simple type of natural language queries. However, these systems are still at experimental stages, and much research is needed before robust QA systems can be built that are capable of accepting user queries in any form of natural language and producing natural language answers retrieved from a number of distributed information resources. Scalability and portability are the main challenges facing natural language text processing research. Adams (2001) argues that current NLP systems establish patterns that are valid for a specific domain and for a particular task only; as soon as the topic, context or the user changes, entirely new patterns need to be established. Sparck Jones (1999) rightly warns that advanced NLP techniques such as concept extraction, are too expensive for large-scale NLP applications. The research community, however, is making continuous efforts. The reason for not having reliable NLP systems that work at a high level of performance with high degree of sophistication may largely be, not the inefficiency of the systems or researchers, but the complexities and idiosyncrasies of human behaviour and communication patterns.
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